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1. Introduction
This guide provides the Division of Public Health staff with the process for producing the Consolidated
Agreements, Agreement Addenda, Budgetary Estimates, and Funding Authorizations with local health
departments. This process does not include programmatic or other federal and state guidelines required in the
daily operations of these services.
Before the start of each fiscal year, the Division of Public Health and the local health departments execute a
Consolidated Agreement to establish the terms and conditions governing the use of federal and state funds. An
Agreement Addendum will be prepared well before the start of each fiscal year — one for each funded program
Activity —to establish annual program objectives to be achieved by the local health departments. These
Agreement Addenda are addenda to the Consolidated Agreement.
In addition, Budgetary Estimates for those Activities will be entered and approved in the Aid-to-Counties
database. Local health departments and Division of Public Health programs will be able to track proposed
estimates in the Aid-to-Counties database from the approval process to completion.
The Division of Public Health Budget Office will send Funding Authorizations to local health departments after
the budget is certified. Per Session Law 2001-424, Senate Bill 1005; Section 21.16, the Division of Public Health
must notify the local health departments of approved estimates before February 15 of each year. Payments are
contingent upon DPH’s receipt of an executed Consolidated Agreement and Agreement Addenda.
Local health departments are required to submit electronic monthly expenditure reports into the Aid-to-Counties
database to receive reimbursement for services performed.

2. Terms Used in this Guide
AA ...............................Agreement Addendum
AA+BE ........................An AA combined with its corresponding BE into a single document.
All AA pages are followed by the two BE pages. For paper documents, the AA and BE are
stapled together. For electronic documents, the AA and BE are in a single PDF file.
AA+Supplement+BE...An AA combined with its corresponding Supplement page and BE into a single document.
AA Team Leader .........The AA Team Leader is in the DPH Contracts Office
ATC database ..............The Aid-to-Counties database
BE ................................Budgetary Estimate
Budget Office ..............All references to the Budget Office refer to the DPH Budget Office
CA ...............................Consolidated Agreement
Contracts Manager.......The Contracts Manager is in the DPH Contracts Office
Contracts Office...........All references to Contracts Office refer to the DPH Contracts Office
Controller’s Office.......All references to Controller’s Office refer to the DHHS Controller’s Office
Encumbrance Officer...The Encumbrance Officer is in the DPH Contracts Office
FA ................................Funding Authorization
DPH .............................Division of Public Health
LHD .............................local health department, district health department, public health authority
LTAT ...........................Local Technical Assistance and Training
NCALHD ....................North Carolina Association of Local Health Directors
Program Staff ..............All references to Program Staff refer to any of the individuals working in any of these
DPH Sections: Chronic Disease and Injury, Environmental Health, Epidemiology, Office
of Minority Health, Oral Health, State Lab, and Women’s and Children’s Health
RFA .............................Request for Application
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3. RFAs
RFAs are required when Program Staff receives funds to be allocated using specific evaluation criteria, such as a
particular geographic area.
IMPORTANT: When planning the RFA’s timeline, the Program Staff needs to make sure that they will be
making their decisions in time for the next annual Major Distribution.
The program’s decisions about which LHDs will receive funding and how much they are to receive will need to
be made quite early — the first draft AA is due between late August and October and the BE must be signed and
delivered to the Contracts Office by the first week in December. Work on the AAs and BEs is done this early in
order to have everything ready for the Major Distribution. That distribution will be for the following fiscal year’s
AAs, which will have June 1 start dates.
If an RFA is required prior to the distribution of funds to LHDs, the Program Staff will need to complete the RFA
Approval form, the RFA Justification Memorandum, and the RFA Template.
These documents are located on the Contracts Office website, http://publichealth.nc.gov/employees/contracts.htm,
and are accessed using the Contract Forms link located on the Contracts Office’s front page. From the Contract
Forms page, look under the Request for Applications section for the documents.
The Program Staff will secure the approval signatures on the RFA Approval form and submit the original
documents — both on paper and as an electronic file — to the Contracts Office at least 30 days prior to the
submission of the RFA.
The Contracts Office Staff will then review the RFA package for completeness and accuracy. If there are
questions or suggestions on the RFA package, they will be directed to the appropriate Program Staff.
After securing the approval of the Budget Office, the Contracts Office Staff will then return the approved package
to the appropriate Program Staff.
The Program Staff will then handle all aspects of the RFA mailing, evaluation and awarding of funds. The actual
awarding of the funds to the LHDs will be by Agreement Addendum (and a corresponding Budgetary Estimate).

4. Requesting New Activity Numbers
An Activity is the term used to describe those programs and services that are initiated by DPH and provided by the
local health departments. If an Activity number is not already assigned, a new one will need to be issued.
When a new Activity number is needed, the Program Staff should contact the AA Team Leader at
adrienne.gilliatt@dhhs.nc.gov. Provide the AA Team Leader with information including:
1. The proposed title of the Activity
2. The month the Activity is estimated to start
3. Whether this will be an on-going or one-time Activity
4. Who is to be the AA Team Leader’s program contact for the Activity.
Activity numbers and titles should be consistent on all AA documents and Aid-to-Counties database entries.
Please note that the ATC database has a 26-character limit on Activity names so what gets entered into ATC may
need to be abbreviated. What appears on the AA itself should not be abbreviated. (As all DPH sections have
Activities, it is best to use a name which makes it clear what work is involved. For example, more than one DPH
section has had work using the acronym “REACH,” so using only that acronym isn’t sufficient for knowing
which Activity it is.)
The AA Team Leader will assign a number and title for the new Activity, and will send an email message to the
Budget Office and the requesting Program Staff person (with a copy sent to the Budget Office’s ATC
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Coordinator, the Encumbrance Officer, and the Contracts Manager) to request that that the new Activity be set up
and added to the Aid-to-Counties database.
Once the Budget Office has completed setting up the Activity, they will notify the Program Staff person and the
Contracts Office (via the same email message by selecting the Reply All button) that the Activity is now available
to use. Once notified by the Budget Office, the Program may enter the Budgetary Estimate information in the
ATC database (see Process for Budgetary Estimates on page 11 for more information).

5. ATC Window — Restrictions on When Users Enter Data in ATC
All DPH Staff — Program, Contracts and Budget — have approximately two weeks per month in which to access
the ATC database for the purposes of entering data. The two week “window” occurs on about the last week and
the first week of each month. (All other times, the ATC database is accessible but changes cannot be made.)
This window is the only time that Program Staff can create Budgetary Estimates or enter any data. This same
window is when the Budget Office can certify BEs, and is the only time when the Contract’s Office can release
funds for executed AAs and AA revisions.
The rest of the calendar is divided into other windows for the local health departments and for the Controller’s
Office to enter data. The LHDs’ window begins once the DPH Staff’s window closes, around the second week of
each month, with an open window for about one week. This is when the LHDs submit their expenditure reporting.
Then the window shifts to the Controller’s Office for them to prepare and process the payments to the LHDs.
After the Controller’s Office’s window closes, the process starts again with the DPH Staffs’ window opening.
This system of windows was implemented to remedy the problem that existed in which funds were drawn by
LHDs at the same time that the same funds were being reduced by Program Staff. These situations resulted in
negative balances. To prevent negative balances from occurring, the ATC database now includes this system of
allocating write access to only one set of users at a time. All users of the system can view the data at any time. It is
only when making changes that the users are limited — data entry requires the users’ window to be open.
All users need to be mindful of when they can and cannot enter data. If BEs are submitted late and cannot be
certified by the Budget Office during the DPH Staff’s open time, it may impact the AAs start date requiring it to
be delayed by a month. This also means that the BE may be rejected if the dates entered need to be changed.
As the Contracts Office can release funds only during the DPH Staffs’ window, if the LHDs delay getting their
signed AAs mailed in, it may delay the LHDs’ access to the funds.
The Budget Office will need to certify BEs timely and return them promptly to the Contracts Office so the
AA+BE or AA+Supplement+BE can be sent to LHD in a timely manner.
The Contract’s Office will keep all items it receives during the lockout time period. Once the ATC database
window is open again for DPH Staff, all funds for executed AAs received will be released, and any BEs being
held will be given to the Budget Office for certification.
The Controller’s Office develops the window dates schedule for each calendar year. The current schedule is
included in Appendix E: Aid-to-Counties Expenditure Control Schedule for your reference and it is also available
on the Contracts Office website, with all other related documents under the heading Agreement Addendum.
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6. Supplement Pages — Federal Grant Requirements
Federal grant awardees (such as DPH) are now required to provide additional information to the subawardees
(such as the LHDs) about the source of their agreements’ funding. (The details about this requirement are
contained in the comprehensive guidance for federal award programs, released by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) on December 26, 2013, which is commonly referred to as the “Omni-Circular.”)
Much of the required information is found on the Notice of Grant Awards (NGAs) and Notice of Awards (NOAs)
that DPH receives throughout the year. As we release our agreements on the state fiscal year cycle and the NGAs
and NOAs are not on any one cycle, DPH is not able to include this information on the AAs themselves. Instead,
language is added to the AAs (in the Funding Guidelines section) referring to Supplement pages, with the
required information listed on the Supplement pages.

What is a Supplement page?
A Supplement is a single page which enables DPH to provide to the LHDs all the required information about the
federal grant award:
 Subrecipient name *
 Subrecipient DUNS number
 Subaward period of performance start and end dates *
 Federal Award Identification Number (FAIN)
 Federal award date
 Federal award project description
 Name of federal awarding agency; Pass-through entity * ; DPH contact info for awarding official *
 CFDA number and name
 Whether the award is research & development
 The indirect cost rate for the federal award
 Amount of federal funds obligated by this action
 Total amount of federal funds obligated to the subrecipient
 Total amount of the federal award
* This information appears on the AA or AA Revision.
To reduce the quantity of pages produced, we’ve designed it so all 85 LHDs are displayed on one Supplement
page.
The Program Staff are to complete one Supplement page for each federal grant award year (as funds are by year)
in line with the budget that the Program Staff has produced for distributing the federal grant funds. Those who
have grants funding their AAs will have part of two award years making up the single 12-month AA — so
ultimately there will be (at least) two Supplement pages per AA for FY18.
In addition, if the AA is funded with two (or more) different federal grants, the Program Staff will need to
produce Supplement pages for each grant.
If there are changes during the fiscal year, and amounts of federal funds allocated to the local health departments
changes in any way, this will necessitate additional Supplement pages being produced.
A Supplement page is specific to a single FY and a single Activity, and each is numbered, starting with
Supplement 1 (to be able to distinguish between them).

Language in every AA which references the Supplement pages
Starting with the FY17 AAs, all AAs include this reference to the Supplement pages — whether federally funded
or not. This language is added as the first information in Section VI, appearing in front of any other language
which may be written in the AA’s funding section.
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VI. Funding Guidelines or Restrictions:
1. Requirements for pass-through entities: In compliance with 2 CFR §200.331 – Requirements for
pass-through entities, the Division provides Federal Award Reporting Supplements to the Local
Health Department receiving federally funded Agreement Addenda.
a. Definition: A Supplement discloses the required elements of a single federal award. Supplements
address elements of federal funding sources only; state funding elements will not be included in
the Supplement. Agreement Addenda (AAs) funded by more than one federal award will receive
a disclosure Supplement for each federal award.
b. Frequency: Supplements will be generated as the Division receives information for federal grants.
Supplements will be issued to the Local Health Department throughout the state fiscal year. For
federally funded AAs, Supplements will accompany the original AA. If AAs are revised and if
the revision affects federal funds, the AA Revisions will include Supplements. Supplements can
also be sent to the Local Health Department even if no change is needed to the AA. In those
instances, the Supplements will be sent to provide newly received federal grant information for
funds already allocated in the existing AA.

This reference language is to appear with numbered/lettered paragraphs and subparagraphs. The numbers and
letters should be changed to make it match what the AA already uses (or the AA can be changed to match this).
Any other language which appears in the AA’s funding section also will need to appear with numbered/lettered
paragraphs.

Providing Supplement pages to the LHDs
Supplement pages are to be attached to the AAs whenever it is possible. At the start for the upcoming fiscal year,
DPH releases the AAs many months before their start dates and so it will often be the case that the federal grant
information is not yet available when the AAs are being completed.
If the Supplement is included with the AA: The Supplement page should be placed between the AA and the
BE, so it appears after the AA pages and immediately before the two BE pages.
Near the top of the form are two checkboxes which are used to indicate the reason for the Supplement. When
including the Supplement with the AA, tick the checkbox for In AA+BE or AA+BE Rev.
If the Supplement can’t be included with the AA: Those Supplement pages which aren’t attached to an AA will
need to be delivered to the LHDs in another manner. In this case, email the Supplement page as a Microsoft Word
document to the Encumbrance Officer at rebecca.miller@dhhs.nc.gov. (The Encumbrance Officer will then send
the Supplement pages to the LHDs.)
Near the top of the form are two checkboxes which are used to indicate the reason for the Supplement. When the
Supplement is to be sent without an AA, tick the second checkbox and choose one from among the five options
provided beside the second checkbox.
The Program Staff will need to be cognizant about getting these Supplement pages to the Encumbrance Officer
when the NGAs and NOAs arrive — the arrival of these awards are the only reminder for the Program Staff that
these pages need to be produced.
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7. Process for CAs, AAs, and BEs — Major Distribution
DPH is required to have all the Agreement Addenda and Budgetary Estimates to all 85 LHDs before February 15
each year. The Program Staff, Contracts Office and Budget Office must work together in the months leading up to
that date in order to meet that legislative deadline.

Process for Consolidated Agreements
Consolidated Agreements are the master agreements for the local health departments, and a new Consolidated
Agreement is executed each fiscal year. A Consolidated Agreement is an agreement entered into by one local
health department and the Division of Public Health.
In October, the draft Consolidated Agreement is distributed by the LTAT Branch Head to a group of people —
specific individuals within Program, Budget, Contracts, the LTAT Administrative Consultants, and the
Controller’s Office — for their review. Those individuals are to provide all their comments to the LTAT Branch
Head by the end of November.
The LTAT Branch Head will produce a final draft Consolidated Agreement incorporating the needed changes and
present it in mid-December to the NCALHD. Any issues raised by the NCALHD will be reviewed by the
Division Management Team, and final modifications will be made to the agreement resulting in a final
Consolidated Agreement.
By mid-January, the Consolidated Agreement, along with other associated documents (Business Associate
Agreement, State Certifications, Federal Certifications, instructional memo, training forms, Maintenance of Effort
schedule), will be printed by the LTAT Staff and delivered to the Contracts Office along with all the other
agreements needed by mid-January as part of the Major Distribution.
In mid-January, the LTAT Staff will also email to the Contracts Office a master PDF file of the Consolidated
Agreement and its associated documents so the file can be posted on the Contracts Office website.

Process for Agreement Addenda
First drafts due

All drafts of the Agreement Addenda are reviewed by the AA Team Leader, beginning in late August.
Each Activity is assigned a due date for its first draft (v1 draft), with due dates staggered from late August
through October, distributed equitably among the Sections.
The proposed v1 draft due dates will be emailed to Program Staff by the third week in June by the AA Team
Leader. If the due date proposed conflicts with other work priorities, Program Staff needs to contact the AA Team
Leader by the end of June to arrange for a different v1 draft due date. After the first week of July, the due dates
are set.
The AA Template can be obtained (along with other Agreement Addenda-related documents) at the Contracts
Office website, using the Contract Forms link found on the front page. The URL for the Contracts Office is
http://publichealth.nc.gov/employees/contracts.htm. When on the Contract Forms page, look under “Agreement
Addendum” to find the documents to download.
Service Period and Payment Period dates

Almost all Original AAs use June 1 – May 31 for the Service Period per the legislature’s mandate. Payment
Period dates are always one month after the Service Period dates (so most are July 1 – June 30). The Budget
Office requires that period dates begin on the first day of a month and end on the last day of a month. (The only
exceptions about the dates policy are for the start and end of a federal grant.)
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Review process between Program Staff and Contracts Office

The review process between the AA Team Leader and the Program Staff will use Microsoft Word’s track changes
and comments features.
A single draft is reviewed at a time. If Program has more than one variation for an Activity’s AA, the first
variation needs to be declared as the final version before taking up subsequent variations. Changes made on the
first one should then be applied to those subsequent variations before their reviews begin.
Changes — that is, changes to the language and formatting —are proposed in the draft itself and any changes
deemed acceptable are to be accepted (that is, accepted using the track changes feature in the software) prior to
the next draft being submitted.
Comments — questions or statements made outside of the AA language and which appear as comments in the
Microsoft Word document — are made in the draft and should be addressed by the Program Staff by adding
additional comments. (Please do not add comments into the existing comment box. Instead, add a new comment
box.) In this manner, issues or questions are resolved quite efficiently.
Naming convention for AA drafts

The AA file names must include the Activity number and the fiscal year for that AA. The first draft from the
Program Staff is labeled as v1, with changes and comments from the AA Team Leader appearing as changes and
comments to the v1 draft. Subsequent drafts are numbered accordingly, with v2, v3, and so on, until a final draft
is reached. These file names will also include the first name (or initials) of the person who worked on the draft.
The resulting file name will look like this: 123 FY18 v1 claire. The file name for the response to this v1 draft will
look like this: 123 FY18 v1 ag (with ag being the AA Team Leader’s initials). In this way, it will be simple to
follow the progression the draft has gone through on its way to a final draft.
Once the Program Staff has received feedback indicating that the AA draft can be considered final, it is then ready
for combining with the Supplement pages and the Budgetary Estimate — as soon as the Budgetary Estimate is
certified. When the BE is certified, AA+Supplement+BE documents are combined into a single set, one for each
local health department, and delivered to the Contracts Office. For the Major Distribution, this delivery will be
two sets of each as paper copies. All other times of the year, this delivery will be as PDF files via email to the AA
Team Leader. See Producing AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE Documents (on page 12) for more information on
this process.
Presenting Agreement Addenda to the Core Public Health Committee (formerly the Liaison Committee)

Some Agreement Addenda have an extra step in the process — they are presented to the Core Public Health
Committee for their approval. Prior to this presentation, those Agreement Addenda must have had their review
completed by the AA Team Leader.
The Program’s Branch Head determines whether a particular Agreement Addendum needs to be presented to the
Core Public Health Committee. Reasons for presentation include having a new Activity and when major changes
to the Agreement Addendum have been made.
The meeting allows the Core Public Health Committee to review and comment on any proposed changes to the
Agreement Addendum. If the Core Public Health Committee makes any meaningful changes to the Agreement
Addendum, the Program Staff must inform the AA Team Leader about those changes.

Process for Budgetary Estimates
Budgetary Estimates data is entered into the Aid-to-Counties database by the Program Staff with enough time so
that the printed Budgetary Estimate pages can be signed and dated by the Program Administrator and Section
Chief, and then delivered to the Encumbrance Office no later than the first Friday in December. The BEs for the
next fiscal year can be produced, signed and delivered as early as the second Friday in November.
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Be aware that by system design, you are limited on which days each month you are able to enter data into the
ATC database. For more information about this, please read the ATC Window — Restrictions on When Users
Enter Data in ATC section which starts on page 7.
When entering a Budgetary Estimate that is federally funded into the Aid-to-Counties database, please ensure the
following fields are completed: CFDA title and number, award name and number, award year, Research &
Development, and name of Federal agency.
Program Staff enters all necessary information into the Aid-to-Counties database, ensuring that:
• The Service and Payment Dates are the same as the AA’s Service and Payment Dates
• It indicates an AA is required for each local health department that is receiving an AA
• The BE’s printed pages are legible and printed in black and white
IMPORTANT: If this deadline is missed (the first Friday in December), the Budget Office cannot guarantee the
funds will be allocated in time for the Major Distribution which is mailed mid-February.
The Encumbrance Officer processes the BEs, signs and dates them, then delivers the BEs to the Budget Officer.
Once the Budget Officer has completed all steps in preparing the budget for the current and future budget years,
the Budget Officer and Budget Supervisor certify the BEs in the Aid-to-Counties database, then both sign and
date the paper BEs. The Budget Officer then creates a PDF file from the fully certified paper BE, and emails that
PDF file to the Encumbrance Officer, who then emails the PDF file to the Program Staff.
Once the Program Staff has received the fully signed BE from the Encumbrance Officer, the Program Staff can
create the AA+BE documents needed for the Major Distribution.

Producing AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE documents
Agreement Addenda almost always have a corresponding Budgetary Estimate, and these two items are always
delivered as a unit — referred to as an AA+BE — to the local health departments. As we are now required to
provide more information about the federal grant to the LHDs, this unit might include the Supplement pages, too,
which will make some of these AA+Supplement+BE documents.
For the Major Distribution, the local health departments receive paper AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE
documents, with each Activity stapled together. For the rest of the year, they receive the AA+BE
AA+Supplement+BE documents via email as a single PDF file.
Paper AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE sets have the AA in front, Supplement pages next, and the last two
pages as the two BE pages. In cases where there are Attachments to the AA, these Attachments will appear at the
end of the AA pages.
Local health departments are to receive two sets as they must return two signed sets to the DPH Contracts Office.
When the Program Staff delivers the paper sets for its Activity, a single master set also should be included. If all
LHDs are receiving identical AAs, there will be a single master set. If each LHD will get a different AA for that
Activity, there will be a master set for each unique AA.
Electronic AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE files follow the same page order as the paper sets: AAs in front,
any Attachments next, then the Supplement pages, and the two BE pages at the end. A single PDF file is created
for each LHD to receive the Activity’s AA.
Naming Convention for the AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE files:

When naming the PDF file, write the Activity’s number, the fiscal year, and the county’s name — in that order. If
the PDF file is an AA revision, that information would appear next to the Activity number. The goal is to keep the
names short but descriptive. The LHDs are receiving many of these files so this naming convention helps them.
File name examples: 101 FY17 Appalachian; 551 rev#1 FY18 MTW.
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8. Declining and Terminating Agreement Addenda
LHD declining an Agreement Addendum
Once an Agreement Addendum has been sent to the LHD and if it has not been signed and returned to DPH, the
LHD has the option of declining the AA. To do so, the LHD’s Health Director can provide either a letter or send
an email message stating that the LHD is declining the Agreement Addendum.
The letter or email message is to be sent by the LHD’s Health Director to the DPH Program Contact (the person
named on the AA itself), and should include the reason the LHD is declining to participate in the Activity. (Once
the AA has been signed, it can no longer be declined, but instead would need to be terminated. See Terminating
an Agreement Addendum on page 13 for more information.)
Once this letter or email message is received, it needs to be given to the AA Team Leader so the AA’s status can
be updated. The AA Team Leader will advise the Program Staff whether what has been received is sufficient for
declining an AA, and if so, the Program Staff can then credit funds that had been allocated to that LHD in the
Aid-to-Counties database (and reallocate them as appropriate). (If the funds are to be allocated to another LHD,
the LHD receiving additional funds will need to receive an AA revision. See the Revisions to AAs and BEs section
beginning on page 14 for more information.)

Terminating an Agreement Addendum
A need may arise to terminate an Agreement Addendum which has already been signed and returned by the LHD.
This may be due to circumstances with DPH or with the LHD.
If the termination is initiated by the LHD, the LHD will need to submit a letter signed by the LHD’s Health
Director to the DPH Program Contact (as identified on the AA) that explains why the LHD is unable to fulfill the
AA requirements and includes the requested termination date.
If the Program is in agreement to mutually terminate the AA, the Program Staff must provide the Contracts
Manager with a copy of the LHD’s request for termination.
The Contracts Manager will draft a mutual termination letter for the Program’s review and input. The Contracts
Manager will then submit the final version of the mutual termination letter to the DPH Deputy Director for
signature. The signed termination letter will be sent via email and certified mail to the LHD’s Health Director by
the Contracts Office.
The Program Staff and the AA Team Leader will be copied on the email, and the Program Staff, upon receipt of
the DPH termination letter, will credit the funding in the Aid-to-Counties database. (If the funds are to be
allocated to another LHD, the LHD receiving additional funds will need to receive an AA revision. See the
Revisions to AAs and BEs section beginning on page 14 for more information.)
If DPH is initiating the termination, the Program Staff will need to provide to the Contracts Manager all the
pertinent information about the termination, including all correspondences with the LHD.
The Contracts Manager will draft a termination letter to suit the needs of the situation, and will submit the draft
letter to the Program Staff for its review and for the addition of any needed closeout procedures.
Once the Contracts Manager and the Program Staff have agreed upon the contents of the letter, the letter will be
sent to the DPH Deputy Director for signature. The signed termination letter will be sent via email and certified
mail to the LHD’s Health Director by the Contracts Office.
The Program Staff and the AA Team Leader will be copied on the email, and the Program Staff, upon receipt of
the DPH termination letter, will credit the funding in the Aid-to-Counties database. (If the funds are to be
allocated to another LHD, the LHD receiving additional funds will need to receive an AA revision. See the
Revisions to AAs and BEs section beginning on page 14 for more information.)
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9. Revisions to AAs and BEs
Changes to the Original AA needed before the Original AAs are mailed
If Program Staff has changes to make to the Original AA before the Original AAs are mailed by the Contracts
Office, Program Staff will need to contact the AA Team Leader for instructions as soon as possible. It may be
possible to replace the Original AA with a new one prior to the Major Distribution.
If the Original AA is to be replaced, a draft AA will need to be submitted to the AA Team Leader indicating the
changes from the prior Original AA which had already been approved. The draft will go through the same review
process to get it to a final version.
If there is not enough time to replace the Original AA, a revision to the AA will need to be drafted.

Revisions to the Original BE
Any change in funding amounts for an Activity which requires a revised BE also requires a revised AA.
Before an Activity’s BE can be revised, that Activity’s original BE (and all prior BE revisions, if any) must have
been certified by the Budget Office in the ATC database.
For Activities in the current fiscal year

The Budget Office will certify BEs only if the funds are available to do so. This means that, for federally funded
Activities, the federal grant notice (an NGA or NOA) must have been received by the Budget Office.
If the funds are available, the Budget Officer and Budget Supervisor will certify the BE within three business days
(inside the DPH staff’s ATC window) of receipt. If the funds are not available, the Budget Office will decline the
BE and return it to the Encumbrance Officer, who will then notify the Program Staff that they will need to
resubmit the BE once the funds are available.
For Activities in the next fiscal year

Any Budgetary Estimate revision which is delivered to the Budget Office after the first week in December will
not be processed by the Budget Office until after its original Budgetary Estimate is processed.

BE Revision Service Period and Payment Period dates
IMPORTANT:

All AA and BE revisions keep the original AA and BE dates in their headers. (AA revisions
will specify dates for the revised language in the body of the AA revision.)

Revisions which add funds

1. Existing source of funding (existing center codes)
• Add funds to the existing BE columns with the existing dates
2. New source of funding (new center codes) — this is rare
• Add funds to a new BE column
Revisions which reduce funds

1. Existing source of funding (existing center codes) — Reduce funds to the existing BE columns with the
existing dates

Revisions to the Original AA
Much of the process for AA revisions is the same as the process for original AAs. A first draft (v1) of the AA
revision is emailed by the Program Staff to the AA Team Leader using the AA template.
The only significant difference between the original AA and an AA revision is that for an AA revision, the
language on the revision should reflect only what has changed from the original AA. All sections are listed in the
AA revision and for each section with no changes, “No change.” is written below the section heading. Most often,
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it is only the Purpose section and the Scope of Work and Deliverables section with revision language. The
Purpose section describes the purpose for the revision in a broad manner and the Scope of Work section describes
the specifics, such as additional work the local health department is to perform.
When funds are added to an Activity later in the fiscal year, it is almost always accompanied by additional
services that the local health department will need to perform. As these services will be performed by the local
health departments in future months, the service period’s date range for those additional services will be stated in
the AA revision’s Scope of Work and Deliverables section itself, ahead of the added work’s description.
The AA Template can be obtained at http://publichealth.nc.gov/employees/contracts.htm, which is the Contracts
Office website. From that page, click the Contract Forms link, then look under “Agreement Addendum” to find
the document to download.
Just as with the original AA review, the review process for the AA revision is between the AA Team Leader and
the Program Staff , using Microsoft Word’s track changes and comments features. (See Review process between
Program Staff and Contracts Office starting on page 11 for more information.)
The first draft from the Program Staff is labeled as v1, with changes and comments from the AA Team Leader
appearing as changes and comments to the v1 draft. Subsequent drafts are numbered accordingly, with v2, v3, and
so on, until a final draft is reached. Changes — language and formatting in the AA revision — are proposed in
the draft and any changes deemed acceptable to the Program Staff are to be accepted (that is, accepted using the
track changes feature in the software) prior to the next draft being submitted.
Comments — questions or statements made outside of the AA revision’s language and which appear as comments
in the Microsoft Word document — are made in the draft and can be addressed by the Program Staff by adding
additional comments. (Please do not add comments into the existing comment box. Instead, add a new comment
box.)
Once the Program Staff has received feedback indicating that the AA revision’s draft can be considered final, it is
then ready for combining with the Budgetary Estimate — as soon as the Budgetary Estimate is certified. When
the BE is certified, AA+BE (or AA+Supplement+BE) documents are combined into a single PDF file, with one
file produced for each LHD. These PDF files and one completed QA Checklist are emailed by the Program Staff
to the AA Team Leader, for the AA Team Leader to release to the LHDs. (More information about AA+BE and
AA+Supplement+BE files, including how to name the file, can be found under Producing AA+BE and
AA+Supplement+BE Documents starting on page 12.)

AA Revision Service Period and Payment Period dates
Almost all original AA Service Period dates are June 1 – May 31 with Payment Period dates one month later, July
1 – June 30, per the legislature’s mandate. The AA revision’s Service Period and Payment Period dates listed in
the document’s header will match the dates of the original AA.
As stated above, additional services to be performed by the local health department will be listed in the AA
revision’s Scope of Work and Deliverables section. The opening paragraph of this section will include a statement
specifying the service period’s date range for that added work or the date that the new language is to be made
effective (such as “As of October 1, 2017...”).
Exceptions to these rules require the Contracts Manager’s approval. In order for the Contracts Manager to
determine whether an exception is warranted, include the reason for the exception in the email message
accompanying the draft AA revision.
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AA and BE Revision Numbers
AA revision numbers are consecutive, with the original AA assigned the revision number zero (0). BE revision
numbers are assigned automatically by the Aid-to-Counties database, with the initial BE assigned the revision
number zero (0). The AA and BE revision numbers are unrelated.
It is always the case that the original AA given to an LHD will be revision number zero. In cases where an LHD
receives an Activity’s AA after all other LHDs receive the same AA, the AA revision number for that later sent
original AA will still be revision number zero.
It is not necessary for every LHD which received an original AA to also receive a revision. This means that a
subsequent revision could have different AA revision numbers depending upon whether particular LHDs received
the earlier revision. For example, a specific revision for a particular Activity sent out to several LHDs could be a
revision #3 for some of them and a revision #2 for others.
The BEs reference the AA revision numbers. So for a specific BE, one needs to use the appropriate AA revision
number that is specific to the particular LHD receiving it.

Unexpended ATC grant funding — same grant year
A single federal grant year always resides over two state fiscal years, and so that means that the federal grant year
resides over two AAs. If an LHD does not spend all their federal funds in a prior AA, the Program Staff may want
to “move” the funds to the new AA. It may not be possible to move these funds into the new fiscal year’s AA due
to these timing issues:
• If the Budget Office is in the process of closing the current budget year and opening the next budget year.
• The date that the federal grant year ends — if your grant year ends in July or August, it is likely
impossible to get the revised AA+BE completed and out to the LHD before that grant year ends.
To prevent the need to move unexpended funds, it is best to split the funding into the two AAs at the start rather
than assuming that the funds can be moved later. For example, if your grant year runs October 1 to September 30,
then eight months of funding are allocated in the first AA and four months in the second AA. If your grant year
runs July 1 to June 30, then eleven months of funding are allocated in the first AA and one month in the second
AA.
If Program Staff intends to move unexpended funds, the steps are the same as for any other revision.

AA Revisions during the period March 1 through April 30
Per Dennis Harrington’s memo dated March 8, 2006:
Before awarding funds to the local health departments, DPH Program Staff must inform the local health
departments of the funds availability and obtain its approval to accept the new funds before allocating the
funds in the Aid to County Database. Program staff are to notify local health departments of the funding
opportunities via e-mail and shall copy the appropriate Administrative Consultant(s). Program staff shall
ensure the Administrative Consultant(s) are informed of the local health department’s decision to accept or
reject the funding. DPH Program Staff can utilize the local health department’s Liaison Committee as long as
there is representation for all of the impacted local health departments. Otherwise, DPH Program Staff are
required to directly communicate with each impacted local health department. (Note: DPH Program Staff
shall not utilize the List Serve to broadcast funding opportunities to the local health departments.)

If an AA revision is needed during the period March 1 through April 30, the Program Staff must take these extra
steps:
1. Inform the LHDs of the funds availability.
2. Obtain approval from each LHD — from the Health Director and Finance Officer — that they can accept
the new funds at this late date before allocating the funds in the ATC database.
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3. Include the appropriate Administrative Consultant on all correspondence with the LHDs about the funds
availability.
4. Act quickly on allocating funds in the ATC database, producing the program-signed BE as soon as
possible, delivering it to the Encumbrance Officer for processing.
5. Act quickly on producing the v1 draft of the AA revision, sending it to the AA Team Leader for review.
Include information about the LHDs’ approval of receiving these funds at this late date.
Providing adequate notification and obtaining the local health department’s prior acceptance of new or reallocated
funding before making awards will allow local health department’s to utilize funding more efficiently.
If you have any questions regarding this process, please contact Jeneen Preciose at 919-707-5144 or
jeneen.preciose@dhhs.nc.gov.

10. Original AAs Starting After Fiscal Year’s Start
New Activity beginning after June 1
A new Activity can begin at any time during the year, not just on June 1. Those Activities which begin on June 1
must be part of the Major Distribution and must follow the process listed in this guide’s Section 3 Process for
Agreement Addenda (which begins on page 10).
Activities beginning on July 1 or later will follow a similar process for producing the AAs and BEs, but will not
follow the Major Distribution timeline. One major difference for these later-starting Activities is that their
Budgetary Estimates will be certified by the Budget Office only after the grant award has been received and
budgeted. As Service Period dates must be for dates in the future, this BE certification method may delay the
Program’s intended start date.
For Activities beginning July 1 or later, the first draft will follow the standard AA review process (Review
process between Program Staff and Contracts Office starting on page 11), and once the process is complete, it will
follow the method for producing electronic AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE files (described in the Producing
AA+BE and AA+Supplement+BE Documents section starting on page 12.)
The Service Period will begin on the first day of the month and can end on the last day of any future month within
the fiscal year. If the Service Period ends on a date other than May 31, it is because the Activity is ending
permanently, such as when the federal funding ends and will not be renewed. The Payment Period’s dates will
start and end the month after the Service Period’s dates.
The AA and the BE will have the same Service Period and Payment Period dates.

Additional LHDs added to an Activity after other LHDs have already started work
In instances where an LHD joins an Activity one or more months after it has begun with other LHDs, the newly
added LHD will receive a very similar original AA as was sent to the other LHDs.
As the Budget Office requires that the BE contain only one date range per center code, the funds being added to
the Activity for the new LHD will need to be added to that already existing date range (column). Therefore, the
mention of the actual later start date for the Service Period will appear in the body of the AA rather than in the
AA’s header. This is because the dates in the AA’s header must match the dates from the BE.
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11. Step-by-Step Process for Major Distribution
The Major Distribution is the undertaking where the Programs, the Contracts Office, and the Budget Office work
together to produce the Consolidated Agreement (CA) and almost all of the Agreement Addenda (AAs) for the
coming fiscal year, and deliver all of those agreements to all of North Carolina’s 85 local health departments. All
these agreements are executed by the local health departments and returned to DPH, and those agreements which
require it (CA, negotiable AAs) are then counter-signed and returned to the local health departments before the
fiscal year begins. Once the agreements are executed and the Budget Office has approved the release of the funds,
the funds for these agreements are released in the Aid-to-Counties database and Funding Authorizations are
distributed for approval by the local health departments.
Step 1:

Propose and assign due dates for first drafts of the Agreement Addenda

— By June 20, July 1, and July 5
A. By June 20, the AA Team Leader sends an email message to the Program Staff — the contact
person for each Activity — with proposed due dates for the upcoming fiscal year’s v1 draft AA.
B. By July 1, the Program Staff — the contact person for each Activity — replies to the email message
for his or her specific Activity indicating that the proposed due date is acceptable or suggesting a
different v1 draft AA due date.
C. By July 5, the AA Team Leader sends out follow-up email messages to all those same Program
Staff contacts, with copies to the appropriate Section Operations Managers, listing the assigned
v1 draft AA due dates for each Activity.
Step 2:

Request and provide information about the Activities

— By the 4th week in August
A. The AA Team Leader sends an email message to the Program Staff requesting information about
each Activity for the upcoming fiscal year. The request asks:
• Whether the Activity will be active during the upcoming fiscal year?
• Whether the Activity will be presented to the Core Public Health Committee?
• If so, will it be presented in October or November?
• For confirmation that the Activity will have its final paper copies delivered in time* to meet
the Mandate (* “in time” is to the Contracts office by the third Friday in January)
B. The Program Staff provides requested information via an email message to the AA Team Leader
about the Program’s Activities. The information provided includes:
• Whether the Activity will be active during the upcoming fiscal year
• Whether the Activity will be presented to the Core Public Health Committee
• If so, whether it will be presented in October or November
• A statement that the Activity will have its final paper copies delivered in time* to meet the
Mandate (* “in time” is to the Contracts office by the third Friday in January)
C. If the information provided changes in the coming weeks, the Program Staff should apprise the AA
Team Leader of the changes.
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Step 3:

Submit first draft of Agreement Addenda for review

— In August, September, and October with assigned due dates
A. The Program Staff emails the first draft of the AA to the AA Team Leader.
B. The draft AA is to be delivered with sufficient time for a review so the final draft will be ready in
time for the Core Public Health Committee meeting and so that all AAs will be completed in time
for the Major Distribution. Early draft submissions are encouraged.
C. The review process between the AA Team Leader and the Program Staff will use Microsoft Word’s
track changes and comments features.
D. The draft files are named with this convention: Activity Nbr | FY | draft version nbr | first name.
Examples: 123 FY18 v1 jaime; 456 FY17 v2 claire.
E. The receipt of each draft AA, along with other relevant information, will be included by the AA
Team Leader in the AA Log.
Step 4:

Reach final draft of the Agreement Addenda

— By September – December
A. The review continues with as many drafts as necessary until both parties agree upon a final version.
B. The Program Staff sends an email to the AA Team Leader to acknowledges the final draft AA.
C. This final draft will be ready for presenting by the Program to the Core Public Health Committee.
D. The date that the draft AA is finalized will be included in the AA Log by the AA Team Leader.
Step 5:

Present Agreement Addenda to the Core Public Health Committee

— In October and November
A. The final approved draft of the AA is presented by the Program Staff (Branch Heads) to the Core
Public Health Committee. The meeting allows the Core Public Health Committee to review and
comment on any proposed changes to the AA.
B. If meaningful changes are required by the Core Public Health Committee, the updated draft AA
will need to be emailed to the AA Team Leader to initiate another review process. In the email
message, the Program Staff is to state that the changes are needed due to the Core Public Health
Committee’s review.
Step 6:

Review Consolidated Agreement draft

— By the end of October
A. The draft Consolidated Agreement is distributed by the LTAT Branch Head to the Programs,
Budget, Contracts, LTAT Administrative Consultants, and the Controller’s Office for their review.
B. The draft is delivered with sufficient time for a review so the final draft will be ready for the
NCALHD meeting held in mid-December.
— By the end of November
C. Those who received the draft Consolidated Agreement — Program Staff, Budget Office,
Contracts Office, LTAT Administrative Consultants, and the Controller’s Office Staff —
return their draft CAs with their comments and changes to the LTAT Branch Head.
D. The LTAT Branch Head will interpret and research all comments and proposed changes for the CA,
contacting the reviewers as needed to gain clarification. The updates get incorporated by LTAT
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Branch Staff into a single document which will be presented to the NCALHD at their
mid-December meeting.
— At the mid-December NCALHD meeting
E. LTAT Branch Head presents the proposed changes from the prior fiscal year’s Consolidated
Agreement to the NCALHD.
F. Issues raised by NCALHD will be reviewed and resolved by the Division Management Team.
G. LTAT Branch Head will then modify the CA based on results of NCALHD meeting.
H. The final draft of Consolidated Agreement, as approved by all parties, is then to be emailed by the
LTAT Staff to the AA Team Leader.
Step 7:

Enter and approve Budgetary Estimates data in the ATC database

— By the 1st Friday in December
A. Program Staff enters all necessary information into the Aid-to-Counties database.
• The BE’s Service and Payment Dates must be the same as the AA’s Service and Payment
Dates
• The BE must indicate that an AA is required. The initial BE and the initial AA are each given
the revision number zero. (The ATC database assigns the BE revision numbers.)
• For BEs with federal funds, ensure that all federal grant information is entered.
• Program Administrator reviews and approves the information entered into the ATC database.
B. Program Staff provides Program Administrator and Section Chief with the printed BE (obtained
from the ATC database) and acquires their signatures on the page.
Step 8:

Deliver Budgetary Estimates

— By the 1st Friday in December
A. The original program-signed BE is then delivered by the Program Staff to the Encumbrance
Officer.
• The printed pages must be legible, and printed in black and white.
IMPORTANT: If this deadline is missed, the DPH Budget Office cannot guarantee that the BE will be
certified in time for the Major Distribution which is mailed mid-February.
Step 9:

Process and approve Budgetary Estimates by the Encumbrance Officer and Budget Officer

— By the 1st Friday in December
A. Encumbrance Officer processes, signs and dates the BEs, adds a new entry into the BE Log for
them, then delivers them to the Budget Officer.
— As BEs are processed...
B. The Budget Officer reconciles the BE against the budget, certifies the BEs in ATC.
C. The Budget Supervisor certifies the BEs in ATC.
D. The Budget Officer stores the original signed BE pages in the Budget Office’s permanent files and
emails a scanned copy of the fully signed BEs to the Encumbrance Officer.
E. The Encumbrance Officer processes the BEs, updates the BE Log, and then emails the fully signed
BEs to Program Staff for them to attach it to the appropriate AA.
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Step 10: Deliver printed Agreements, Memos, and Forms to the Contracts Office; Email PDF files

— By the 3rd Friday in January
A. The LTAT Staff delivers the following items to the AA Team Leader, one set for each LHD:
1. One instructional memo addressed to the LHDs’ Health Directors which will include specific
instructions for the return of required documents and a list of major changes from the
previous year
2. Two copies of the Consolidated Agreement, which includes the Business Associate
Addendum, the State Certifications, and the Federal Certifications
B. The LTAT Staff creates a master copy (all pages) into a single PDF file, then emails it to the AA
Team Leader. This master Consolidated Agreement file will be made available on the Contracts
Office website.
C. The receipt date of the completed documents is added by the AA Team Leader to the AA Log.
D. The Program Staff will deliver the Agreement Addenda to the AA Team Leader:
1. One master copy for each Activity (one for each variation in the Activity’s AA) with the
Supplement pages (if the information is available) and the BE attached, and labeled as the
master copy
2. Two copies of Agreement Addendum (AAs+BEs or AA+Supplement+BE, stapled) for each
LHD, keeping the two copies for each LHD together, with the stack in alphabetical order by
LHD name
E. The receipt date of the completed documents is added by the AA Team Leader to the AA Log.
F. The Program Staff will email to the AA Team Leader one of each Supplement page.
NOTE:

AA+Supplement+BE denotes an AA combined with its corresponding Supplement
pages and BE pages. All of the AA pages are followed by the Supplement pages, with
the two BE pages placed at the end. For paper, the AA, Supplement pages, and BE are
stapled; for electronic copies, the AA, Supplement, and BE are in a single PDF file.

IMPORTANT: If you find that you need to change your original AA before the AAs are mailed out in
early February, please contact the AA Team Leader for specific instructions as soon as
possible. It may be possible to avoid having to create an AA revision.
Step 11: Mail CAs, AAs+BEs, memos, and forms mailed to the LHDs

— By February 8
A. The AA Team Leader mails to each LHD:
1. Instructional memo
2. Consolidated Agreement (two copies)
3. Training forms (from LTAT Branch)
4. AAs+BEs, AAs+Supplements+BEs (two copies of each Activity)
5. Verification memo listing the envelope’s contents (each LHD receives a different set of AAs)
B. The information about the mailing date and which LHD received which AA is added by the AA
Team Leader to the AA Log.
Step 12: Receive LHD-signed CAs from the LHDs

— As agreements are signed by LHD and mailed back...
A. AA Team Leader receives the LHD-signed CAs (two signed originals) from the LHDs and adds a
Contracts Office date stamp to both original documents, and updates the AA Log about the receipt.
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B. The CAs are routed to the DPH Deputy Director for signature. Once signed, the DPH Deputy
Director returns them to the AA Team Leader, and the AA Log is again updated.
C. AA Team Leader makes a copy of the signed CAs and mails them to the Controller’s Office, and
updates the AA Log. (The Controller’s Office has requested that they receive copies of the first and
signed pages from each of the signed agreements only as they have a lack of document storage
space.)
D. The AA Team Leader places one of the original executed CAs in the Contracts Office files and the
other original CA is set aside to mail to the LHDs at a later date.
Step 13: Receive LHD-signed nonnegotiable AAs from the LHDs

— As agreements are signed by LHD and mailed back...
A. AA Team Leader receives the LHD-signed nonnegotiable AAs (two originals) from the LHDs and
adds a Contracts Office date stamp to both original documents, and updates the AA Log about the
receipt.
B. The AA Team Leader then routes one of the original nonnegotiable AAs to the Program Staff for
their permanent files.
• For those Program Staff located on the Six Forks Campus, the documents are placed in the
Contracts Office’s section-designated pick-up bins. Program Staff located elsewhere in
Raleigh have their documents sent via interoffice mail.
C. The other original nonnegotiable AAs are stored in the Contracts Office files.
Step 14: Receive LHD-signed negotiable AAs from the LHDs

— As agreements are signed by LHD and mailed back...
A. AA Team Leader receives the LHD-signed negotiable AAs (two originals) from the LHDs and adds
a Contracts Office date stamp to both original documents, and updates the AA Log about the
receipt.
B. The AA Team Leader then routes both original AAs to the Program Staff.
• For those Program Staff located on the Six Forks Campus, the documents are placed in the
Contracts Office’s section-designated pick-up bins. Program Staff located elsewhere in
Raleigh have their documents sent via interoffice mail.
Step 15: Review and execute negotiable AAs

— By May 23
A. Program Staff will review the negotiable AAs, working with the LHDs as necessary in order to
come to an agreement about the details for the AA.
B. The Program Staff signs to execute the negotiable AA, then returns both original documents to the
AA Team Leader, keeping a copy for the Program’s permanent files.
• All negotiable AAs must be completed, signed, and returned to the AA Team Leader by
May 23 in order to have them ready for mailing and delivered to all 85 LHDs before the
AAs start date.
C. The AA Team Leader then adds another Contracts Office date stamp to both original documents,
and again updates the AA Log about the receipt.
D. One of the original executed AAs is placed in the Contracts Office files and the other is set aside to
mail to the LHDs.
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IMPORTANT:

DPH must return all the fully executed negotiable AAs to the LHDs before June 1,
which is the start of the new fiscal year. To do so, the Program must get all of their
negotiable AAs signed and to the Contracts Office by May 23.

Step 16: Mail fully executed CAs and negotiable AAs to the LHDs

— By May 26
A. The AA Team Leader mails all the original fully executed CAs and original fully executed
negotiable AAs to the LHDs for their files.
Step 17: Release funds in the ATC database for all executed AAs

— In July, once the Budget Office has approved the funds release
A. The Encumbrance Officer updates the status to executed and releases the funding in the Aid-toCounties database for all the executed AAs. Once this occurs, the funding is available to the LHDs.
Step 18: Release Budget Estimates to Funding Authorization status, mail Funding Authorizations to
LHDs; Receive signed Funding Authorizations back from LHDs

— During September
A. After the Division’s budget is certified, the Funding Authorization Budget Officer releases the
estimates to Funding Authorization status.
B. After this certification, the Funding Authorization Budget Officer mails Funding Authorization
pages to the LHDs for the Health Directors and Finance Officers to sign their approval.
C. LHDs indicate acceptance of Funding Authorization by signing and returning the document to the
Budget Office.
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Appendix A: Agreement Addendum Template (for FY 2017–18)
Division of Public Health
Agreement Addendum
FY 17-18
Local Health Department Legal Name

DPH Section/Branch Name

Activity Number and Description

DPH Program Contact
(name, telephone number with area code, and email)

Service Period

DPH Program Signature

Date

(only required for negotiable agreement addendum)

Payment Period
Original Agreement Addendum
Agreement Addendum Revision #
I.

Background:

II.

Purpose:

III.

Scope of Work and Deliverables:

IV.

Performance Measures/Reporting Requirements:

V.

Performance Monitoring and Quality Assurance:

VI.

Funding Guidelines or Restrictions:
1. Requirements for pass-through entities: In compliance with 2 CFR §200.331 – Requirements for pass-through
entities, the Division provides Federal Award Reporting Supplements to the Local Health Department receiving
federally funded Agreement Addenda.
a.

Definition: A Supplement discloses the required elements of a single federal award. Supplements
address elements of federal funding sources only; state funding elements will not be included in the
Supplement. Agreement Addenda (AAs) funded by more than one federal award will receive a
disclosure Supplement for each federal award.

b.

Frequency: Supplements will be generated as the Division receives information for federal grants.
Supplements will be issued to the Local Health Department throughout the state fiscal year. For
federally funded AAs, Supplements will accompany the original AA. If AAs are revised and if the
revision affects federal funds, the AA Revisions will include Supplements. Supplements can also be
sent to the Local Health Department even if no change is needed to the AA. In those instances, the
Supplements will be sent to provide newly received federal grant information for funds already
allocated in the existing AA.

______________________________________
Health Director Signature

(use blue ink)

Local Health Department to complete:
(If follow-up information is needed by DPH)

_________________________________
Date

LHD program contact name:
Phone number with area code:
Email address:

Signature on this page signifies you have read and accepted all pages of this document.

Revised July 2016
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Appendix B: Quality Assurance Checklist
Division of Public Health
Agreement Addendum
Quality Assurance Checklist
DPH Section/Branch Name

Original Agreement Addendum
Agreement Addendum Revision #

Activity Number and Description
(Please do not put the Budgetary Estimate revision # here.)

I have reviewed the above listed Agreement Addendum and certify the following:
The Background provides understanding of problem(s) to be addressed and how it prevents goals of
the program from being achieved. Complete in brief paragraph form.
• What is the primary goal of the program?
• Gives an overview of what the problem is and explains why the service is necessary.
The Purpose identifies the goals of the Activity and desired outcome of Agreement Addendum.
Complete in brief paragraph form.
The Scope of Work is in narrative form and should describe who, what, when, how and where.
• Identifies the target population and the number of clients or participants expecting to be served.
o Who will receive/benefit from the service? (Population served or impacted.)
• Identifies deliverables including activities, tasks and services with appropriate time frames.
• How is the service provided?
• Where is the work performed? (LHD, other location)
• Include supporting references, if possible (e.g., General Statute, medical guidelines)
Performance Measures/Reporting Requirements:
• Define performance measures and indicators with benchmarks to be met. How will they be
measured (Quantity? Quality? Timeliness? Effectiveness? Efficiency?). Explains what must be
accomplished to give the desired result (i.e., performance measures that are specific, measurable,
achievable, relevant, and time-bound).
• Reporting requirements are in narrative form and include frequency, due dates, to whom the
report goes, format and data source, etc.
Performance Monitoring and Quality Assurance:
• Brief explanation of how performance will be monitored, for example, site visits, reports, phone
conference, and if applicable, program sub-recipient monitoring plan.
• What are the consequences if performance is below expectations? (Example, request corrective
action plan.)
The Funding Guidelines/Restrictions section (if applicable) clearly identifies any limitations on the
use of funds or requirements on pre-approval of selected expenditures.
_______________________________________
Branch Head Signature

___________________
Date

Please deliver this completed Quality Assurance Checklist for each Activity number to the Contracts Office.
Revised July 2014
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Appendix C: Sample Supplement
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Appendix C: Sample Budgetary Estimate
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Appendix D: Sample Funding Authorization
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Appendix E: Aid-to-Counties Expenditure Control Schedule
Aid-to-Counties Expenditure Control Schedule for Calendar Year 2016
LHD Expenditure Reporting Period
Begins

Last Day for Pymt
in Month

Payment Date

January

Mon 1/11

Tue 1/19

February

Mon 2/8

Payment Month

DPH Staff Access
Begins

Ends

Fri 1/22

Tue 1/26

Fri 2/5

Mon 2/15

Thu 2/18

Mon 2/22

Mon 3/7

Tue 3/8

Tue 3/15

Fri 3/18

Tue 3/22

Thu 4/7

April

Fri 4/8

Mon 4/18

Thu 4/21

Mon 4/25

Fri 5/6

May

Mon 5/9

Mon 5/16

Thu 5/19

Mon 5/23

Tue 6/7

June

Wed 6/8

Wed 6/15

Sat 6/18

Wed 6/22

Fri 7/8

July

Mon 7/11

Mon 7/18

Thu 7/21

Mon 7/25

Fri 8/5

Mon 8/8

Mon 8/15

Thu 8/18

Mon 8/22

Thu 9/8

Fri 9/9

Fri 9/16

Wed 9/21

Fri 9/23

Fri 10/7

Mon 10/10

Mon 10/17

Thu 10/20

Mon 10/24

Mon 11/7

November

Tue 11/8

Tue 11/15

Fri 11/18

Tue 11/22

Wed 12/7

December

Thu 12/8

Fri 12/16

Wed 12/21

Wed 12/28

Mon 1/9/17

March

August
September
October

Please note that LHD expenditure report due date is not a consistent date. This schedule takes into account weekends
and holidays.
* NCAS Changes for DPH include, but are not limited to, budget revisions via 606s, reclassifications of expenditures,
and budget amendments to LHD contracts. These changes will not be reflected in the monthly payments to the
counties until they have been submitted to the Aid-to-Counties Database and "State Admin. Certified."
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Appendix F: Glossary of Terms
Activity

Description of services assigned by the program in conjunction with an Activity
number.

Activity Number

Tracking number assigned by the DPH Contracts Office that is referenced in the Aidto-Counties database and the Agreement Addenda, and is used in conjunction with the
description of services.

Agreement Addendum

An Agreement Addendum (AA) is an agreement between the Division and a single
local health department which commissions work to be performed in a particular
program area, known as an Activity. The Agreement Addendum defines the work
activity to be performed, the timeframes, the deliverables, the performance measures,
and reporting requirements.

Agreement Addendum
Revision

An agreement that revises the Original Agreement Addendum. Revisions are numbered
consecutively for each local health department.

Aid-to-Counties
Database

The Aid-to-Counties (ATC) database is an Internet-based system which is accessed
through the WIRM portal. (WIRM is the Web Identity Role Management portal.) The
ATC database is used for financial authorization, reporting and reimbursement.
Funding is authorized by DPH to each local health department for each authorized
activity. The local health department uses the system to report expenditures.

Background

A section of the Agreement Addendum which provides understanding of problem or
problems to be addressed and how it prevents goals from being achieved. This section
describes the primary goal of the program and gives an overview of what the problem
is, explaining why the service is necessary.

Benchmarks

Points of reference or a standard against which measurements can be compared. In the
context of indicators and public health, a benchmark is an accurate data point, which is
used as a reference for future comparisons (similar to a baseline). Sometimes it also
refers to as “best practices” in a particular field.

Budgetary Estimate

The Budgetary Estimate (BE) is a paper document provided to the local health
department, printed from the Aid-to-Counties database, which provides budget
information by Activity Number and by funding source. The BE is attached to the
Agreement Addendum when the AA is sent to the local health department for
signature.

CFDA

The CFDA (Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance) is a government-wide
compendium of federal programs, projects, services, and activities that provide
assistance or benefits to the American public. It contains financial and nonfinancial
assistance programs administered by departments and establishments of the Federal
government. Programs are assigned a unique CFDA number. Each CFDA number will
have one or more grants associated with it. As of 2013, there are 474 separate CFDA
numbers for federal DHHS programs.

Consolidated
Agreement

An agreement between the State of North Carolina and a single local health
department, district, or human services agency. There is one Consolidated Agreement
(CA) executed for each of the 85 local health departments in North Carolina. The CA
establishes the roles and responsibilities of each party, and the terms and conditions. A
Consolidated Agreement is effective for a single state fiscal year, from July 1 to
June 30.
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Deliverable

A deliverable identifies the work product, activities, tasks, services, and/or output of
the Agreement Addendum.

DUNS

The DUNS number (Data Universal Numbering System) is a unique nine-digit
number, assigned by Dun & Bradstreet, that identifies an organization. It is a tool used
by the federal government as an identifier for an organization when the government
tracks how federal money is distributed. A contractor must have a DUNS number in
order to register with SAM. DUNS number assignment is free for all businesses
required to register with the federal government for contracts or grants. A contractor
can obtain a DUNS number from Dun & Bradstreet at http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform.

Federal Award Number

Federal Award numbers are assigned to grants by the federal government.

Funding Authorization

The Funding Authorization (FA) sets forth the amount of funds that can be made
available to a local health department (LHD). It is used to detail, to each local health
department, its program funding levels per State Fiscal Year. Amendments to program
funding levels are also issued via FA.
The FA displays the required federal funding information: the CFDA number, the
Federal Award number, the name of the federal grant, and the awarding agency.

Goals

Broad, long-term aims that define a desired result associated with identified strategic
issues.

Indicator

A measurement that reflects the status of a system. Indicators reveal the direction of a
system (a community, the economy, and the environment), whether it is going forward
or backward, increasing or decreasing, improving or deteriorating, or staying the same.

Measure

A means of assessing; a basis or standard of comparison; an estimate of what is to be
expected.

Negotiable Agreement
Addendum

A negotiable Activity is one which requires further negotiation between the program
and a local health department before it is executed. The Local Health Department is
required to provide additional information on the AA, which is then reviewed by the
Program. If the Program finds the additional information acceptable, the Program
executes the AA.

Nonnegotiable
Agreement Addendum

An Activity which has all terms, expectations and fees stated and requires no
additional review before execution. It requires only the signature of the local health
department’s Health Director to execute. It is not signed by the Program.

Objectives

Objectives are defined as results of specific activities or outcomes to be achieved over
a stated time. Objectives are specific, measurable, and realistic statements of intention.
Objectives state who will experience what change or benefit and how much change is
to be experienced in what time.

Outcome

An outcome is the benefit or change for individuals or intended beneficiaries due to
participation in a program.

Payment Period

Timeframe in which the local health department can request reimbursement for
payment of services. Dates are entered on the Agreement Addendum and in the Aid-toCounties database. The Payment Period dates almost always begin on the first day of
July and end on the last day of June.
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Performance
Monitoring/ Quality
Assurance

Monitoring is regular observation and recording of activities taking place in a project
or program. This monitoring can be by site visits, phone conference, viewing reports
and other technical means.

Purpose

Identifies the goals of the Activity and desired outcome.

Reporting
Requirements

A narrative which states what sorts of reporting are required. Descriptions of reporting
should include references to frequency, due dates, who is the recipient of reports,
format, and data source.

SAM

SAM (System for Award Management) is a system which plans to combine federal
procurement systems and the CFDA into one new system. This consolidation is being
done in phases. The first phase of SAM includes the functionality from the following
systems: Central Contractor Registry (CCR); Federal Agency Registration (Fedreg);
Online Representations and Certifications Application; and Excluded Parties List
System (EPLS).
SAM collects, validates, stores and disseminates data in support of agency acquisition
missions, including federal agency contract and assistance awards.

Scope of Work

Narrative describing the who, what, when, how and where of service to be performed
by the local health department.

Service

A service is a specific Activity that contributes to the overall goal of the program; e.g.,
an employment program with the overall goal of reducing unemployment might offer
job training as a service.

Service Period

Timeframe in which the local health department can perform services. Dates will be
entered on the Agreement Addendum and in the Aid-to-Counties database. The Service
Period dates almost always begin on the first day of June and end on the last day of
May.

SMART Measures

Performance measures that are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and
time-bound.

Supplement

A Supplement is a single page which enables DPH to provide to the LHDs all the
required information about the federal grant award.
There is to be at least one Supplement page for each federal grant award year (as funds
are by year) in line with the budget that the Program Staff has produced for distributing
the federal grant funds. Those who have grants funding their AAs will have part of two
award years making up the 12-month AA — so ultimately there will be (at least) two
Supplement pages per AA. In addition, if the AA is funded with two (or more)
different federal grants, the Program Staff will need to produce Supplement pages for
each grant.
A Supplement page is specific to a single state fiscal year and a single Activity, and
each is numbered, starting with Supplement 1 (to be able to distinguish between them).
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